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SPECIFICATION
Tuning range:
FM: 87.5 - 108 MHz
AM: 522 - 1620 kHz
Power output:
2 mW/ch (MAX)
Output:
PHONES: 32 ohms
Power Supply:
DC: 1.5V “AAA/R03/HP16” battery
Dimensions:
Approx: 46 x 86 x 23 mm (WxHxD)
Weight:
Approx: 40g (without battery)
Specifications subject to change without notice.

8809LT100002L
(AU)

SANYO Electric Co., Ltd.
Printed in China

FM/AM Digital Radio
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

RP-LT1000D

FOR SAFE AND
EFFICIENT OPERATION
-

The apparatus shall not be exposed
to dripping or splashing.
No objects filled with liquids, such as
vases, shall be placed on the
apparatus.
Do not disassemble or alter the unit in
any way.
Do not expose the unit to extreme
temperatures, such as those caused
by a hot stove or the inside of car
parked in the summer sun, such conditions can damage the unit. Always
clean with a soft cloth dampened with
water only.

-

-

CLEANING
Wipe the outside of the unit with a clean
soft cloth, moistened with lukewarm water
and wrung dry. Do not use solvents such
as benzene or thinner which will permanently damage the surface of the unit.
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1. Tuning buttons
(TUNING +, TUNING -)
2. Memory button (MEMORY)
3. Band select button (BAND)
4. Preset tuning buttons
(PRESET +, PRESET -)
5. Earphone socket ( )

6. Volume control
(- VOLUME +)
7. Power button (POWER)
8. Hold switch (HOLD a)
9. Battery compartment
(back panel)

POWER SOURCE
TO INSTALL THE BATTERIES
1.

2.

3.
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Open the battery compartment lid by
sliding the lid in the direction of the
arrow.
Insert one “AAA/R03/HP16” size battery (not supplied) into the battery
compartment. As shown follows:

Close the battery compartment lid.
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NOTE:
Alkaline battery is recommended.
Rechargeable battery may result in
shorter playing time.
Dispose of battery in the proper manner according to state and local
regulations.
Any battery may leak electrolyte if
inserted incorrectly; if disposed of in
fire; or if an attempt is made to charge
a battery not intended to be recharged.
Discard leaky battery immediately to
avoid possible skin burn or other personal injury.
If alkaline battery is weak and
discharged, “
” blinks on the
display. If this occurs, recharge the
rechargeable battery or replace the
alkaline battery.
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CAUTION:
WHEN INSTALLING THE BATTERIES
To prevent battery electrolyte leakage,
which may result in injury and damage
to the unit or other object, observe the
following precautions.
1. Battery must be installed with the
proper polarity (see diagram on the
back of the unit.)
2. Remove the battery when it is not
to be used for a month or more.

RADIO OPERATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
-

Connect the stereo earphone to the
socket.
Press the POWER button to “ON” to
turn on the radio.
Press the BAND button to select AM
or FM.
Manual tuning
Press the TUNING - or TUNING +
button briefly until the desired frequency is display.
Automatic tuning
Press the TUNING - or TUNING + for
at least 1 second to tune in a station.
The unit will scan up or down the band
and receive the next receivable station.
Press the button again to continue.
turn the VOLUME control to the desired level.

To turn the radio off, press the POWER
button to “OFF”.
Note: To avoid the frequency changed by
accidentally touching the buttons, slide the
HOLD switch to the direction of the arrow.
“HOLD” appears.

Make sure you turn down the volume
before turning the power on.

WEAK RECEPTION
If the reception of an FM station transmitting is weak, as the earphone cord also
serves as an FM aerial, repositioning the
earphone cord may improve reception.
Slightly rotate the unit can strengthen weak
AM signals.
PRESET STATIONS
This unit can store up to 10 AM and 20 FM
stations in memory.
1.
2.
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Choose band and frequency as described above.
Press and hold the MEMORY button
for at least 1 second. “MEMORY” appears and preset number “1” blinks on
the display.
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3.

4.

Within 5 seconds press the PRESET
+ or PRESET - button to select the
channel number to be preset.
Press the MEMORY button.

NOTE:
When presetting a new station, the previous preset station is cleared.
LISTENING TO PRESET STATIONS
1. Press the BAND button to select FM
or AM.
2. Press the PRESET + or PRESET button to select the desired channel
number. The selected channel number appears.
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